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Leap of Faith

Manhattan Beach’s Mary Maguire chronicles the travails of mid-life
dating in her first play, ‘Love Quest,’ to go up by end of year
by Michael Hixon

M

ary Maguire was 58 years old
when she became single for the
first time in 32 years. She got
divorced soon after moving to Manhattan
Beach from Arizona. She knew few people in
the beach cities, so she jumped into the foreign
world of online dating more than five years
ago.
“I had so many horror stories and some
good ones too. Nothing scary where I felt like
I was in danger, some awkward, embarrassing
on both ends,” recalled Maguire. “Some great
guys that got away, some didn’t like me and
vice versa. I just went on a ton of dates. I’m

embarrassed to say how many.”
Maguire added, “I would come home and
call my sister and call my friends. I had this
routine where I would stop at a gas station and
buy the cheap Hostess white donuts. I would
talk to my friends, ‘Oh, this date was so terrible.’ I’d be covered in all this white power.
My friends said, ‘You should start putting this
stuff down.’”
Maguire, who was an advertising writer
before moving into the health care field,
took her friends’ advice and wrote her first
play, “Love Quest,” a semi-autobiographical
account of her recent dating experiences. She
took her play, which she co-wrote with her
cousin Steven McGraw, to Billy Gallo, owner
of Manhattan Actor Studio and a Manhattan
Beach resident. “Love Quest” had its first
reading in July.
“What attracted me was her passion for the
project,” Gallo said. “It’s about making dreams
come true. It’s awesome ... seeing her words
come to life here at the studio, to see a full
house laughing, and my actors working.”
Gallo cast six of his actors, and auditioned a
couple more for the July table reading.
“We thought we had something there and
the actors brought it to life,” said Maguire of
the first reading. “We cut some scenes. We
heard a few things that were dragging. One of
the actors was so good in his scene we thought
we didn’t see enough of him, so we extended
the scenes. It played well; it was packed. It
gave us the encouragement that we were on the
Playwright Mary Maguire and director Billy
Gallo outside the Macha Theatre in West
Hollywood for the first staged reading of
‘Love Quest.’

Pictured, back row, at the first staged reading of the original play, ‘Love Quest,’ is director
Billy Gallo and playwrights Mary Maguire and Steven McGraw. Front row, from left, are
Ian Lindsay, Tom MacDonald, Danny C. Alfaro, Lara Fisher, Meg Bennett, Stephen Howard,
Lindsey Buttles and Ian Marlow.

right track.”
They took a larger step last week when they
took the play to the 99-seat Macha Theatre
in West Hollywood for its first staged reading, directed by Gallo. The cast included
Meg Bennett, Stephen Howard, Lara Fisher,
Lindsey Buttles (Manhattan Beach), Ian
Marlow (Redondo Beach), Ian Lindsay, Tom
MacDonald and Danny C. Alfaro. The goal
is to have a full production ready to go in
November.
“I don’t know where this is going to take
me, but I would like to give it my attention over
the next year,” said Maguire, who is retired
but is involved in volunteer work. “I would

like to see this take off and play at a variety
of small theaters. It’s a very inexpensive play
to produce. Basically you need a flash drive, a
table, two chairs and seven actors. It’s viable
for small theater companies to do.”
Maguire knows she is taking a leap of faith,
especially since “Love Quest” is her first play,
but she said “believe me there’s enough material for sequels.”
“I would be disappointed if nothing ever
came of it, but I would also feel fulfilled that I
was able to do it and follow a dream,” she said.
For more information, visit lovequest.club.
com.

Classic Chaos
‘Moonlight and Magnolias,’ the untold story about the making
of ‘Gone With the Wind,’ opens in Hermosa Beach Saturday, Aug. 15
by Michael Hixon
“Gone With the Wind,” one of the most ambitious
movie productions in Hollywood history, goes into
emergency rewrite after the film’s producer, David O.
Selznick, turns to screenwriter Ben Hecht and director Victor Fleming to revamp the screenplay based on
Margaret Mitchell’s best-selling novel, when it nearly
goes up in flames.
Ron Hutchinson’s comedic play, “Moonlight and
Magnolias,” tells the little known story behind the
making of the classic 1939 film. Selznick sequesters
Fleming, who he pulled off the set of “Wizard of Oz,”
and Hecht, who had numerous writing credits, to help
save the production of “Gone With the Wind,” while
eating nothing more than peanuts and bananas.
Surf City Theatre’s production of “Moonlight and
Magnolias” opens Saturday, Aug. 15, at the Second
Story Theatre, located at 710 Pier Ave. in Hermosa
Beach.
“The writing is tremendous and I loved how it was

so quick and the repartee between those three is boom
boom boom,” said Surf City co-founder and executive
producer Lisa Leonard. “I love plays like that when
done well, so you have to make sure you get the right
caliber talent that can handle it and that’s tricky. We’re
tucked into such a tiny area of the South Bay, it’s hard
to get the people there to even audition and to find out
what we’re doing. To be able to find the caliber that
we found with this cast of performers is kind of my
blessing.”
Selznick nearly shut down production of “Gone
With the Wind” after director George Cukor’s version
was pushing six hours.
“He would come in and save a production,” said
Lorin McCraley about Fleming, who he plays in
the production. “He wasn’t the original director of
‘Wizard of Oz,’ it was falling apart. They brought him
in, he kind of saved the movie … Fleming comes in
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Bill Lippincot, Dan Davis and Lorin McCraley rehearse in McCraley’s Redondo
Beach home last week in preparation for Surf City Theatre’s production of
‘Moonlight and Magnolias.’
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